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Abstract—Ads (advertisements) have become a common source
of revenues for websites and transformed the web hosting ecosystem. This paper reports an extensive measurement-based study of
web hosting with an explicit focus on differences in the hosting
of ads versus regular contents. Using a VPN (Virtual Private
Network) service and 22,040 open recursive DNS (Domain Name
System) resolvers, we collect contents of top country-specific
websites in 52 countries around the globe and characterize the
hosting infrastructures. While we observe that ads employ more
servers for broader load distribution, replication is local for
ads and global for regular contents. Our results clearly show
that transit ASes (Autonomous Systems), including the tier-1
networks, diversify their economic roles and prominently provide
web hosting. A small number of ASes dominate heavily in the byte
volume of hosted contents, with the top hosts being different for
ads and regular contents. Compared to ASes and organizations,
the distribution of hosting countries is even more heavily skewed,
with the USA consistently taking the overwhelmingly dominant
position. While ads have shorter response times, their download
times are longer because websites are developed to serve requests
for regular contents with a higher priority.
Index Terms— Web; ad; regular content; hosting; infrastructure; autonomous system; transit hierarchy; byte volume;
location; delivery performance.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Websites constitute a major source of Internet traffic and
deliver their contents to users via a vast network of ASes
(Autonomous Systems). Traditionally, while access ASes at
the Internet edge hosted websites, a hierarchy of transit ASes
in the Internet core specialized in traffic delivery [1]. A transit
AS typically raised revenues by charging customers for the
bidirectional traffic on the transit links with the customers [2].
The web hosting and delivery ecosystems keep evolving
and incorporating new features [3]–[5]. Individual contents
increase in their byte volume, and their delivery to the users
requires higher throughput and lower latency. Major websites
commonly employ CDNs (Content Delivery Networks) that
reduce latency by serving the contents from caches near the
users [6]. Following the same trend of content replication,
some websites host contents in their own globally distributed
server infrastructures. To reduce traffic costs, many players
interconnect with peering links to exchange their local traffic
directly, rather than through their transit providers.
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The massive emergence of online advertisements (ads) powerfully transforms web hosting. Compared to regular contents,
ads have a more local scope of interest. By tracking the
locations and specific interests of users, advertisers get an
opportunity to host relevant ads more locally. By displaying
ads, a website can raise substantial revenues. In 2015, the
total online ad revenues in the USA reached about $60 billion
dollars [7]. On the other hand, transit prices keep falling, and
transit ASes struggle to upgrade their delivery infrastructures
to accommodate the unrelenting growth of the Internet traffic.
In this paper, we report extensive measurements of web
hosting worldwide and examine hosting differences for ads
versus regular contents. We use a VPN (Virtual Private Network) service to establish vantage points in 52 countries and
collect contents of most popular country-specific websites.
We determine which IP (Internet Protocol) addresses, ASes,
organizations, and countries host the contents. We also detect
the position of the hosting infrastructures within the transit
hierarchy, estimate the byte volumes of contents, and evaluate
the performance of content delivery. Our quantitative characterization for hosting of ads and regular contents is valuable for
realistic modeling of Internet traffic, planning of infrastructure
deployments, and understanding of Internet resiliency. Our
study also contributes a number of significant qualitative
results: (1) Confirming the trend towards diversification of AS
economic roles, we show that transit ASes are prominently
involved in web hosting; (2) The hosting infrastructures for ads
and regular contents are substantially different, e.g., replication
is local for ads and global for regular contents; (3) While ads
have shorter response times, their download times are longer.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
details our measurement methodology. Section III analyzes
the collected data. Section IV discusses related work. Finally,
section V concludes the paper with a summary of its contributions.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Collection of contents
We provide a global perspective on web hosting by using a
novel VPN-based approach to collect popular online contents.
Specifically, we use the VPN service from hma.com [8] that
operates servers in 52 countries around the world. For each of
these 52 countries, we select the top-50 websites as ranked by
Alexa [9]. From our central control node, we connect via the
VPN to its server in each of the 52 countries and automatically
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Fig. 1: Global collection of contents from top country-specific
websites via the VPN service.
browse the top-50 country-specific websites to collect their ads
and regular contents. Figure 1 shows our measurement setup.
While simple, our VPN-based methodology for collection of
online contents is new and effective in providing a worldwide
coverage of top country-specific websites.
After connecting our control node to the remote VPN server,
we retrieve all the hyperlinks on the landing page of the
targeted website using Lynx (Linux-based text browser). Since
content providers embed URLs (Uniform Resource Locators)
into scripts on their websites for fetching ads, videos, and other
contents, and because Lynx does not execute XML (Extensible
Markup Language), JavaScript, and Flash objects, we employ
the methodology proposed in [10] to collect the embedded
URLs of each website. These hyperlinks are then opened in
the Firefox browser configured with the Firebug, FireStarter,
and NetExport add-ons. Using the above methodology, we
browse the top-50 country-specific websites in 52 countries
and collect around 300 GB of HTTP (HyperText Transfer
Protocol) and HTTPS (HTTP Secure) header data from 2,165
unique websites in mid-January 2013. The compressed dataset
is available online [11].
B. Detection of ad URLs
A typical top website is a complex collection of contents including third-party contents. The third parties usually provide
the website with ads, APIs (Application Program Interfaces),
widgets, etc. To detect the ad URLs in our dataset, we use
the filtering rules from the widely used filtering plugins, such
as Adblock Plus and Ghostery. Using these filtering rules, we
detect around 7,380 ad URLs in our collected data.
C. Detection of regular-content URLs
It is more complicated to detect regular-content URLs
among third-party URLs. Browser plugins do not filter out
third-party URLs for regular contents, e.g., URLs for widgets
and external websites. An intuitive approach is to detect
the regular-content URLs of a website by matching their
STLD (Second Top-Level Domain) names with the STLD
of the website’s primary URL, e.g., URLs mail.yahoo.com
and www.yahoo.com share primary STLD yahoo.com. On the
other hand, URLs that are native to the website can also have

STLD names that cannot be straightforwardly matched with
the primary STLD, e.g., URL us.yimg.com versus primary
STLD yahoo.com. We refer to such URLs as alternate URLs.
The methodology in [10] relies on authoritative nameservers
to detect the alternate URLs of websites. If any URL on a
website shares its authoritative nameserver with the website’s
primary URL, then such URL is flagged as a native regularcontent URL.
While the method in [10] works for websites that manage
their own authoritative nameservers, this technique fails to
distinguish the URLs of websites hosted by third-party hosting
providers. For example, third-party hosting provider Amazon
hosts websites www.9gag.com and www.rockmelt.com and also
supplies an authoritative name service for them. The detection
method based on the authoritative nameservers flags all the
URLs of www.9gag.com and www.rockmelt.com as native to
both websites. Besides, www.9gag.com uses alternate URLs
with the d*.cloudfront.net pattern to host static contents from
Amazon’s Cloudfront CDN service. This makes the task of
distinguishing between alternate and third-party URLs on
www.9gag.com difficult because the cloudfront.net STLD is
registered and administered by Amazon. Therefore, even a
whois query for this domain name does not reveal the host
website of such URLs.
We use a combination of techniques to detect regularcontent and alternate URLs of each website and separate the
third-party URLs:
Step 1: Matching of the STLD. First, we flag a URL as
regular-content if the STLD of the URL matches the STLD
of the website’s primary URL.
Step 2: Verification of the referrer. The URLs remaining
after the previous step are filtered out if they are not referred
by the website’s primary URL according to the Referrer
field in the HTTP request headers. This verification removes
most of the third-party URLs referred by third-party domains.
For example, website www.dropbox.com has external links to
several third-party websites such as nytimes.com; when thirdparty URLs such as css.nyt.com belonging to nytimes.com
appear in the HTTP data collected for www.dropbox.com, the
Referrer field of such third-party URLs is nytimes.com, and
URL css.nyt.com is filtered out for website www.dropbox.com.
Step 3: Check of the request frequency. While the
previous step does not handle the case where the website
refers URLs to multiple third-party websites, the native STLDs
of the website get high request counts compared to thirdparty STLDs. The following condition separates all the alternate URLs from the website-referred extraneous URLs. Each
STLD i is selected if:
yi · ni > σ

(1)

where yi is the total request count of STLD i, ni is the total
number of URLs with STLD i, and σ is the standard deviation
for the request counts of all the STLDs on the website. The
URLs of the selected STLD i are considered to be regularcontent URLs of the website.

To determine the IP addresses, ASes, organizations, and
countries that host the collected ads and regular contents,
we utilize a network of open recursive DNS (Domain Name
System) servers to resolve each of the gathered URLs [12].
From the available pool of about 130,000 open recursive DNS
servers, we eliminate around 36,500 DNS servers for such reasons as recursion unavailable (23,000), unreachable (12,500)
and invalid DNS response (1,080) to get a globally distributed
platform of reliable vantage points across the Internet.
E. Elimination of misleading DNS servers
While small in number, the servers with invalid responses
are particularly important to filter out because of their potentially large negative impact on the measurement accuracy. We
detect DNS servers that inject fake IP addresses during the
URL resolution. Two types of invalid responses are observed.
The first type, which is also observed in [13] and [14],
consists of invalid replies for only particular URLs, such as
www.facebook.com and www.youtube.com. Invalid responses
of the second type come from DNS servers that fail to resolve
a URL or are unwilling to perform DNS recursions. Among
the latter, the invalid IP addresses point to ad-displaying search
pages managed by the entities that operate the misleading DNS
servers.
To detect misleading servers of the first type, we send a
single DNS query to each of the 130,000 DNS servers to
resolve the primary www.facebook.com URL of Facebook. The
IP address returned by a DNS server is then used to launch
a reverse DNS query. The reverse DNS request to a valid
IP address of the www.facebook.com URL should return a
name record containing facebook.com as the STLD. On the
other hand, an invalid IP address yields a name record with
an irrelevant STLD. Employing the above method, we detect
around 630 misleading DNS servers. Surprisingly, the largest
number of such DNS servers are hosted in the USA with 417
servers in 15 different ASes. China stands second with a total
of 180 such misleading DNS servers hosted by 32 ASes.
To detect misleading DNS servers of the second type, we
send a single DNS query to resolve a non-existent URL, e.g.,
pppqqppqqp.com. An open recursive DNS server is expected
to respond to such query with an NXDOMAIN error code.
However, a misleading DNS server replies with an IP address
pointing to an ad-displaying search page. Using this method,
we detect 450 misleading DNS servers hosted across 48
countries and 210 ASes, bringing the total of eliminated
misleading DNS servers to 1,080.
F. Resolution of URLs using open recursive DNS servers
The remaining set of 93,500 reliable DNS servers covers
172 countries, 8,500 ASes, and 22,040 prefixes. By selecting
a single IP address in each prefix, we converge to 22,040 DNS
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Applying the above 3-step methodology, we detect 19,140
regular-content URLs. This completes our collection of ads
and regular contents of the websites.
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Fig. 2: Per-website numbers of IP addresses and ASes hosting
the websites.
servers as vantage points. Each ad and regular-content URL is
resolved from these open recursive DNS servers to obtain the
CNAMEs (Canonical Names) and IP addresses associated with
the URL. The DNS resolutions of 7,380 ad and 19,140 regularcontent URLs yield 90,000 and 102,600 IP addresses with the
average of 12 and 5 per-URL IP addresses respectively.
G. Mapping of IP addresses to hosting infrastructures
Finally, we map the obtained IP addresses to their respective
ASes, organizations, and geographic locations. We utilize the
IP-to-AS mapping service [15] to assign each IP address to
its hosting AS, prefix, registry, and organization. To map
the IP address to its hosting country, we use the GeoIP
tool from MaxMind [16] which is largely accurate on the
country level compared to its city-level and finer resolutions.
When feasible, we also map each URL of the website to its
CNAME, hosting AS, IP address, prefix, country, registry, and
organization to form a network-level record of the URL. An
URL with multiple IP addresses is mapped to multiple records.
At the end, the 7,380 ad and 19,140 regular-content URLs are
mapped to 2,272 and 2,177 ASes in 134 and 115 countries
respectively. The dataset with the resolved URLs and their
mapping is available online [17].
III. M EASUREMENT RESULTS
A. Hosting infrastructures
IP addresses and ASes. Figure 2 presents the numbers of
IP addresses and ASes hosting the websites. The median of
the websites use around 3,000 IP addresses per website to
serve ads versus only 100 IP addresses per website for regular
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Fig. 3: Superimposition of the individual AS profiles: (top)
ads and (bottom) regular contents.

Fig. 4: IP addresses for: (top) ad-hosting AS clusters and
(bottom) regular-hosting AS clusters.

contents. Similarly, 70% of the websites employ around 700
ASes to host ads versus 100 ASes for regular contents. Thus,
ads use more IP addresses and ASes per website than regular
contents, suggesting that ads employ more servers for broader
load distribution.
The distributions of the hosting ASes in figure 2 reveal
series of step increases. Both ads and regular contents exhibit
step increases in ranges 70-100 ASes and 600-800 ASes. Ads
have another step increase around 400 ASes. Each of these
increases represents websites hosted by CDNs, with different
steps corresponding to different geographic coverage by the
CDNs.
Clusters of hosting ASes. To examine the hosting ASes
closer, we profile every AS with the number of websites hosted
by the AS in each of the 52 VPN-reached countries and
arrange the 52-country sequence in the increasing order of
the hosted websites. Figure 3 superimposes the individual AS
profiles, separately for the 2,272 ad-hosting ASes and 2,177
regular-hosting ASes, in a graph with tiles of different shade
intensity. When individual AS profiles overlap, i.e., have the
same number of hosted websites in the same position in their
country sequences, the shade intensity of the respective tile
denotes how many individual AS profiles overlap in this tile.
The shade intensity rises from white to black as the number
of the profile overlaps increases.
Figure 3 reveals 2 distinct clusters and 4 faint clusters A
of ad-hosting ASes and only 3 clusters R of regular-hosting
ASes. Subscripts t, h, l, and b refer to the top, high, low,
and bottom clusters respectively. An AS in cluster At or Rt
typically hosts many websites. Figure 4 shows that 30% of

the ASes in cluster At and 60% of the ASes in cluster Rt
employ more than 100 IP addresses each. On the other side
of the spectrum, an AS in cluster Ab or Rb usually hosts few
websites. Around 40% of the ASes in clusters Ab and Rb use
a single IP address. The 4 significant ad-hosting AS clusters
At , Ah , Al , Ab and 3 regular-hosting AS clusters Rt , Rh , Rb
comprise of 47, 362, 278, 1,456 ASes and 103, 759, 1,252
ASes with the average per-AS per-country number of hosted
websites equal to 24, 18, 14, 4 and 15, 11, 2 respectively.
Around 86% and 96% of the ASes in clusters Ah and Al are
also present in cluster Rh . Hence, while ad-hosting ASes form
more clusters, the clusters of regular-hosting ASes are larger
in size, indicating that replication is local for ads and global
for regular contents.
AS clusters versus the transit hierarchy. To quantify the
involvement of transit ASes in hosting, we use the CAIDA
(Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis) dataset that ranks
each AS according to its customer-cone size, i.e., the number
of its direct and indirect transit customers [18]. In our classification, core ASes are the tier-1 networks, which usually
have huge customer cones exceeding 20,000 ASes [1]. Edge
ASes are those, mostly access, networks with the customercone size smaller than 5 ASes [19]. All the other ASes are
called intermediate ASes and largely comprise tier-2 and tier-3
transit networks.
Figure 5 plots the IP addresses in the AS clusters arranged
according to the AS customer-cone size. The fraction of IP
addresses used by the edge ASes is the highest in clusters Ab ,
Rb and lowest in clusters At , Rt . In contrast, the fractions
of IP addresses used by the core and intermediate ASes are
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TABLE I: Top-10 ASes with the highest numbers of IP addresses in clusters Ah and Rt .
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Fig. 5: IP addresses in AS clusters arranged according to
the AS customer-cone size: (top) ads and (bottom) regular
contents.

the highest in clusters At , Rt and lowest in clusters Ab , Rb .
Thus, the ASes that typically host more websites and employ
more IP addresses tend to lie closer to the core of the transit
hierarchy.
With respect to the total number of IP addresses, the champions are cluster Ah for ads and cluster Rt for regular contents.
Their numbers of IP addresses are around 47,000 and 61,000
respectively. The 2 clusters share 50 prominent ASes that
collectively account for around 40,000 IP addresses. Among
these 50 heavyweights, the fractions of core, intermediate, and
edge ASes are 10%, 80%, and 10% respectively. Zooming in
further on these ASes, table I presents the top 10 ASes with
the highest numbers of IP addresses and reports the customercone size, service type, and hierarchy position of the ASes.
The top-10 set consists of 7 transit networks (including 4 core
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Fig. 6: Customer-cone sizes in AS clusters: (top) ads and
(bottom) regular contents.

and 3 intermediate ASes), 2 access networks (which are both
intermediate ASes), and 1 CDN (which is an edge AS).
Looking at other clusters, we observe that ad-hosting cluster
At has about 21,000 IP addresses and that its 5 most prominent
ASes (owned by Google and 4 large transit providers NTT,
Level 3, Deutsche Telekom, and Telecom Italia) account for
81% of its total IP addresses. Clusters Ab and Rb , formed
predominantly by edge ASes, have 18,000 and 21,000 IP
addresses respectively. In both clusters, the top-2 ASes with
the largest numbers of IP addresses are AS 16509 of Amazon
and AS 8075 of Microsoft.
Figure 6 plots the customer-cone sizes in the ad-hosting and
regular-hosting AS clusters. The ASes host ads and regular
contents across the transit hierarchy. While the fraction of
edge ASes within a cluster grows from 18% through 44%
to 72% in clusters Rt , Rh , Rb respectively, this fraction
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Fig. 7: Websites and their IP addresses: (top) ads and (bottom)
regular contents.

has a qualitatively similar rise across clusters Ah , Al , Ab .
Complementing the edge ASes, the core and intermediate
ASes follow the opposite declining trend: while core and
intermediate ASes respectively comprise 7% and 75% of the
ASes in cluster Rt , the corresponding numbers decline to 0.3%
and 27.7% for cluster Rb . Hence, the AS clusters inherit their
positions in the transit hierarchy from their individual ASes.
Websites. Figure 7 depicts the number of IP addresses of
the hosted websites arranged in the increasing order of their
IP addresses. In regard to this metric, www.yahoo.com and
www.msn.com are the top-2 websites for each of the 4 adhosting clusters. While www.weather.com and www.msn.com
are the top-2 websites for clusters Rt and Rh , www.bing.com
and www.lemonde.fr take the top-2 positions for cluster Rb .
The clusters with larger fractions of core and intermediate
ASes, such as clusters Ah and Rt , use more IP addresses per
website. In contrast, the dependence on the cluster’s transithierarchy position is reverse for the number of hosted websites:
while clusters Ah , Al and Ab host 757, 780, and 1,057
websites respectively, clusters Rt , Rh , and Rb host 484, 722,
and 977 websites respectively. Cluster At , which hosts 925
websites, is the only deviation from this trend. Therefore, while
the ASes that lie closer to the core of the transit hierarchy tend
to host websites with more IP addresses, the total number of
websites hosted by such ASes is lower.
Overall, the results of this section reveal that transit ASes,
including the tier-1 networks, have become heavily involved
in web hosting. This confirms the trend towards diversification
of economic roles played by an AS.
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B. Byte volume and location of contents
In this section, we go beyond the IP addresses and estimate
the volume of contents hosted by individual ASes. To do the
estimate, we measure the total byte volume of the contents
retrieved from each URL and uniformly split this content
volume among all the IP addresses of the URL. Then, we
aggregate the content volumes associated with all the IP
addresses of each AS to determine the total content volume
hosted by this AS.
Content location in the transit hierarchy. The top graph in
figure 8 presents the byte volumes for ads and regular contents
hosted by ASes arranged according to the customer-cone size.
While constituting 55% and 59% of the ad-hosting and regularhosting ASes respectively, the edge ASes host about 33% and
40% of the ad and regular-content volumes. The core ASes
host around 4% and 6% of the total ad and regular-content
volumes respectively. These are significant shares because
the 12 core ASes comprise only about 0.5% of the hosting
ASes for both content types. The intermediate ASes host the
remaining 63% and 54% of the ad and regular-content volumes
respectively. Both for ads and regular contents, the per-AS
content volume is the lowest for the edge ASes and highest
for the core ASes. Hence, transit ASes host substantial byte
volumes of ads and regular contents.
Content volumes and peering coefficients. The peering
coefficient of an AS is the ratio of the number of its peering
links to the number of its transit links. This metric reflects
the role played by the AS in the Internet economy. Because
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TABLE II: Top-10 ASes for the volume of hosted contents:
(top) ads and (bottom) regular contents.
CDN
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Content volume (%)
29.0
21.5
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3.2
1.4

ASes
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1
26
11

Websites (%)
61.5
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15.6
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10.5
3.4
2.4
1.5

ASes
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1
15
11
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Websites (%)
34.2
8.1
10.8
4.2
13.0

TABLE III: Top-5 CDNs for the volume of hosted contents:
(top) ads and (bottom) regular contents.

a large transit AS typically has many transit customers and
relatively few peers, the peering coefficients of large transit
ASes are usually below 1. The peering coefficient of a small
AS is typically above 1 because small ASes peer extensively
to reduce their transit costs [20], [21]. To compute the peering
coefficients of the hosting ASes in our measurements, we use
the CAIDA and UCLA inter-AS relationship datasets which
are similar in their numbers of transit links and greatly differ
in their number of peering links. The bottom graph in figure 8
shows the byte volumes for ads and regular contents hosted
by ASes arranged according to the peering coefficient. For
both CAIDA and UCLA datasets, the ASes with peering
coefficients below 1 host around 40% of the total content
volumes. This alternative economic perspective confirms that
transit ASes host significant volumes of online contents.
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Fig. 9: Hosting ASes and hosted content volumes arranged
according to the hosting country.
Top-volume ASes and CDNs. Table II presents the top-10
ASes in regard to the volume of hosted contents. These top10 ASes host around 41% and 31% of the total byte volume
for ads and regular contents respectively. AS 15169 operated
by Google is the top host for ads, with its 24% share of the
total ad volume in our measurements. Hosting 10.5% of the
total regular-content volume, AS 15133 operated by EdgeCast
is the top-volume AS for regular contents and predominantly
hosts such websites as Pinterest, Twitter, and WordPress.
Table III reports the 5 top-volume CDNs as organizations.
Again, Google takes the top spot for ads by hosting 29% of
the total ad volume and 61% of the websites. Google hosts
24% of the total ad volume in its primary AS 15169 and its
remaining 5% in more than 400 third-party ASes. Akamai is
the top-volume CDN for regular contents. It hosts 27% of the
total regular-content volume and 34% of the websites. Akamai
hosts 5% of the total regular-content volume in its flagship AS
20940 and its other 22% in more than 700 third-party ASes.
EdgeCast is the second top-volume CDN for regular contents.
Unlike Akamai, EdgeCast hosts all its contents in its single
flagship AS 15133 which is broadly present throughout the
Internet. Thus, either on the AS or organization level, a small
number of big players dominate heavily in the byte volume
of hosted contents. Our results also show that the top-volume
hosts are different for ads and regular contents.
Geographic location of contents. Figure 9 plots the hosting
ASes and hosted content volumes arranged according to the
hosting country. For both ads and regular contents, the top10 countries ranked by the AS count amass about 54% of
all hosting ASes. The top-10 hosting countries ranked by the

Ranking by the content volume
Country
Content volume (%)
USA
38.6
Netherlands
4.1
China
3.9
Russia
3.0
France
2.8
Germany
2.2
Estonia
2.1
UK
2.0
Sweden
1.9
Poland
1.7

TABLE IV: Top-10 hosting countries ranked by the number
of hosting ASes and volume of hosted contents: (top) ads and
(bottom) regular contents.
content volume account for around 72% and 62% of the total
ad and regular-content volumes respectively. Table IV shows
that the two ranking criteria result in substantially different
top-10 lists: some countries with relatively few hosting ASes
reach a top-10 rank for the content volume because of hosting
popular content providers such as Google and Yahoo. Nevertheless, the USA easily remains the top hosting country
regardless of the ranking criterion or content type: compared
to ASes and organizations, the distribution of hosting countries
is even more heavily skewed, with the USA consistently taking
the overwhelmingly dominant position.
C. Performance of content delivery
For both user and content provider, it is relevant how quickly
a requested content reaches the user. Hence, we measure how
long it takes to retrieve the contents from the websites to our
VPN servers. A webpage typically contains multiple contents.
Its individual contents might arrive to the webpage requester
at different times. The download time of a content is the time
between requesting its webpage and arrival of the content. We
also measure the response times of individual contents. The
response time of a content is the time between requesting this
particular content and its arrival.
Response times. The top graph in figure 10 shows that the
response times for ads and regular contents remain somewhat
similar up to around 100 ms and then diverge. The 90th
percentile of the response times for ads and regular contents
are 1.6 and 3.5 seconds respectively.
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Ranking by the AS count
Country
AS count
USA
511
UK
109
Germany
102
Russia
96
Japan
84
France
71
Canada
59
Australia
54
Singapore
49
Poland
49

Ranking by the content volume
Country
Content volume (%)
USA
47.8
Ireland
4.8
Germany
3.6
UK
2.9
Denmark
2.8
Russia
2.7
Israel
1.9
Lithuania
1.9
Japan
1.7
Austria
1.7
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Fig. 10: Delivery performance for ads and regular contents:
(top) response times and (bottom) download times.
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Ranking by the AS count
Country
AS count
USA
558
Germany
110
UK
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Russia
93
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76
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Fig. 11: Byte volumes of ads and regular contents.

Download times. On the other hand, the bottom graph in
figure 10 reveals that the 90th percentile of the download
times for ads and regular contents are 12 and 4 seconds
respectively, suggesting that a majority of the ads arrive
long after the regular contents of the webpage. Hence, ads
have shorter response times and longer download times than
regular contents.
While the above result might seem surprising, we study
it deeper. By plotting the byte volumes of ads and regular
contents in figure 11, we observe that ads have smaller
volumes. Besides, we earlier observed that ads employ more
servers for broader load distribution. These two observations
are consistent with ads having shorter response times. To
understand why ads have longer download times, we examine
website designs and determine that websites are developed to
serve requests for regular contents with a higher priority.

IV. R ELATED WORK
Online contents were extensively researched before. [10],
[22]–[24] examined web-based contents and services along
with their features such as content type, byte volume, number of requests and servers. [12], [25], [26] carried out
measurement-based studies of real operational CDNs, with a
common focus on few selected CDNs. [27], [28] explored
the footprints of hosting infrastructures across the Internet
and geography via real measurements relying on either volunteers [27] or traffic traces [28]. Recently, few works explored
content delivery performance for ad traffic. [29] analyzed
delivery of ads with a focus on effectiveness of ad blocking.
[30] charted 3 prominent ad networks and evaluated their
latency and effectiveness of user targeting. [31] characterized
mobile ad traffic using data collected in an operational network
to study the traffic frequency, content type, and energy implication for mobile devices. That work also briefly glimpsed into
the hosting infrastructures of ads.
Our work distinguishes itself from the prior efforts by using
the novel VPN-based approach to collect popular website
contents worldwide and characterize their hosting infrastructures from a large number of geographically distributed DNS
servers. Another distinguishing trait of our study is its explicit
comparison for the hosting of ads versus regular contents.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper presented a global perspective on web hosting.
We used a VPN service to collect contents from the top
2,165 websites in 52 countries and characterized the contenthosting infrastructures. Our results revealed not only some
similarities but also striking differences in the hosting of ads
versus regular contents. Whereas ads employ more servers for
broader load distribution, replication is local for ads and global
for regular contents. In general, transit ASes – including the
tier-1 networks – are prominently involved in web hosting.
This confirms the trend towards increasing the number of roles
an AS plays in the Internet ecosystem. Either on the AS or
organization level, a small number of big players dominate
heavily in the byte volume of hosted contents, with the top
hosts being different for ads and regular contents. Compared
to ASes and organizations, the distribution of hosting countries
is even more heavily skewed. While ads have shorter response
times, their download times are longer because websites are
developed to serve requests for regular contents with a higher
priority.
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